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摘

要 ：针 对 薄 壁 零 件 变 形 量 测 量 困 难 且 过 程 繁 琐 的 问 题 ，提 出 了 一 种 基 于 双 目 视 觉 的 薄 壁 零 件 变 形

量测量方法 . 对于零件表面变形量的测量，将具有基准坐标系标记点的刚性金属块安装在被测零件上，
并在零件表面粘贴多个设计的编码标志点和彩色圆形定位点 . 利用彩色标记点分割出基准坐标系和编
码标记点的有效图像区域，排除干扰图像特征 . 进行基准坐标系标记点和编码标记点的识别和检测，利
用设计的角点结构实现标记点圆心的精确定位，并计算得到测量点的三维坐标 . 在基准坐标系下，通过
计 算 零 件 变 形 前 后 表 面 关 键 点 的 三 维 坐 标 变 化 得 到 工 件 表 面 变 形 量 . 对 于 零 件 边 缘 变 形 ，采 用 改 进
Canny 边 缘 检 测 算 法 提 取 零 件 边 缘 的 有 效 轮 廓 信 息 ，并 利 用 极 线 几 何 约 束 和 灰 度 相 似 性 对 边 缘 特 征 进
行了立体匹配和三维重建 . 薄壁零件变形量测量实验和测量精度验证实验表明该测量方法合理有效且
测量精度满足要求 .
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Abstract：Aiming at the problem that the deformation measurement of thin-walled part is difficult and
complicated， a method of deformation measurement of thin-walled part based on binocular vision is
proposed. For the surface deformation of the part，a rigid metal block with reference coordinate system
markers is installed on the measured part，and the designed coded targets and color circular markers are
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pasted on the surface of the part. The effective image region of the reference coordinate system and the
coded targets are segmented by the color circular markers，which can eliminate the interferential image
features. The identification and detection of coordinate system markers and coded targets are carried out，
which realizes the accurate location of centers by using the designed corner structure，and then the 3D
coordinates of the measurement points are calculated. The surface deformation of the part is calculated by
comparing the changes of the 3D coordinates of the measurement points before and after part deformation.
For the edge deformation of part，the improved Canny algorithm is used to extract the edge contour
information of part，then the stereo matching and 3D reconstruction are carried out based on epipolar
constraint and gray similarity. The experimental results show that the measurement method is reasonable
and effective，and the measurement accuracy meets the requirements.
Key words：Binocular stereo vision；Thin-walled part；Deformation measurement；Coded target；Image
processing
OCIS Codes：120.2830；120.4630；120.4820；120.6650；110.2960

0

Introduction

Geometric measurement of parts deformation is widely used in mechanical manufacturing，aerospace，
industrial production， construction engineering， and other fields. Presently， the measurement methods of
structural deformation of parts mainly include optical fiber measurement，strain gauge measurement，threecoordinate measurement， computer vision measurement， which measure the deformation of the parts by
measuring displacement or strain，and the traditional deformation measurement methods are mostly contact
measurement［1-2］. However，for the thin-walled parts which are easy to be deformed under the action of external
force，the surface and edge deformations of the parts are irregular，and the traditional contact measurement
method is difficult to achieve high measurement accuracy. In addition，the measurement process is inefficient
and tedious［3-4］. Although the Coordinate Measuring Machine（CMM），total station and laser tracker have high
measurement accuracy，the measurement equipment is expensive and the operation is complicated，so it is
difficult to realize on-site detection in some special occasions［5］. Moreover，the contact measurement may cause
additional deformation，which will result in discrepancies between the measurement results and the actual size
parameters. Therefore，the contact measurement method is not suitable for this kind of deformation.
Non-contact measurement meets the requirements of modern industry and scientific research for intelligent
and efficient measurement technology. At present，the non-contact measurement of parts in the industrial field
is mainly optical measurement，which mainly includes laser measurement，3D structured light measurement and
passive vision measurement［6-7］. Binocular stereo vision measurement is a kind of passive vision measurement
technology based on computer vision， which uses two cameras with the same parameters and a certain
installation position relationship to shoot the measured object，then carries out image processing and 3D
measurement by using parallax principle［8］. This measurement method has the advantages of fast measurement
speed，good real-time performance，high measurement accuracy，low measurement cost，and convenient
operation［9-10］. Therefore，it has become a research hotspot in the field of measurement. XIE Ze-xiao et al.
realized the measurement of round hole of thin-wall parts based on binocular vision， and the accurate
measurement of round hole contour is realized by edge detection and stereo matching algorithm［11］. WANG
Cong-zheng et al. built a fuel assembly deformation detection system based on underwater binocular vision. By
using Harris feature point and regional grayscale cross correlation method，the fast stereo matching between the
binocular camera module and the radiated noise is realized，but the operation process is complex［12］. LIU Kai et
al. proposed a kind of dynamic measurement technology of membrane dot matrix projection，but the measuring
system is complex and expensive，and the center extraction precision of laser spot is not high［13］. SHU Xin-wei
et al. put forward a method of low-frequency vibration measurement based on binocular vision，which can meet
most of the requirements of vibration displacement measurement［14］. Combining binocular vision，
photogrammetry and image processing algorithm， TANG Zheng-zong et al. carried out the research on
deformation detection of object structure in material mechanics，which realized the measurement of the strain
field with small error and dynamic observability［15］. The measurement of thin-walled parts deformation，
especially for the measurement of the edge deformation，has important research significance.
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Therefore，this paper proposes a method to measure the deformation of the thin-walled parts by using the
coded targets and edge features. Based on the principle of binocular stereo vision，the deformation of the
measured parts is measured by camera calibration，image recognition and spatial location of the reference
coordinate system and coded targets. Then the surface deformation of the parts is determined by calculating the
coordinate value changes of the coded targets before and after parts deformation. The methods of edge detection
and stereo matching are used to calculate the deformation of parts edge，which realizes the purpose of measuring
the deformation of thin-walled parts efficiently and accurately.

1

Principle of binocular stereo vision measurement and camera calibration

1.1

Mathematical measurement model
Binocular stereo vision is a kind of measurement technology which has been wildly used in computer vision
measurement. According to the principle of stereo disparity and triangulation，the binocular stereo vision system
can calculate the disparity and 3D coordinates of object by processing the object images captured from the left
and right cameras at one time. As illustrated in Fig.1（a），in the ideal binocular vision system，the optical axes
are parallel，O C1 - X C1Y C1 Z C1 and O C2 - X C2Y C2 Z C2 are the camera coordinate systems of the left camera and
the right camera，O W - X W Y W Z W is the world coordinate system. The O C1 and O C2 are the optical centers of the
left camera and the right camera respectively，and the distance between O C1 and O C2 is baseline denoted by T .
The two cameras have the same focal length f，( c Lx ，c Ly ) and ( c Rx ，c Ry ) are optical center coordinates on the image
plane. P ( X C，Y C，Z C ) is an object point in the camera coordinate system O C1 - X C1Y C1 Z C1 ，and the projection
points of P on the left and right image plane are p L ( x L，y L ) and p R ( x R，y R )，which are in the image coordinate
systems of O 1 - U 1V 1 and O 2 - U 2V 2 respectively. In the O C1 - X C1Y C1 Z C1 ， the 3D coordinates of
P ( X C，Y C，Z C ) can be calculated by Eq.（1）.

ì X C = Z C ( x L - c Lx ) /f
ï
L
íY C = Z C ( y L - c y ) /f
ï
î Z C = Tf/ ( x L - x R )

Fig.1

（1）

Measurement principle of binocular stereo camera

As shown in Fig. 1（b），the projection point of P on the image sensor of the left and right camera image
sensors have an epipolar constraint relationship. In stereo matching，if a projection point p L is known，the
corresponding projection point p R can be found by searching on the epipolar line on the right camera image. In

this way，the search dimension of stereo matching can be reduced from 2D to 1D，and the running time and
efficiency of the stereo matching algorithm can be improved. For the binocular vision model where the optical
axes of the left and right camera are parallel，the epipolar line is a straight line parallel to the U-axis.
1.2 Camera calibration and stereo correction
For the binocular stereo vision measurement system，there are lens distortions and mechanical installation
errors in cameras. Therefore the binocular camera needs to be calibrated to obtain the internal parameter matrix
A ，distortion parameters of the left and right cameras，the rotation matrix R and translation matrix T between
0712002⁃3
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the left and right camera coordinate systems. The distortions of the images can be corrected by the image
processing system according to the calibration results. In this paper，the binocular stereo camera is calibrated by
ZHANG Zheng-you′s calibration algorithm and MATLAB toolbox［16］. Then，the distortion correction and
stereo correction are carried out to make the optical axes of the two cameras parallel and satisfy epipolar
constraint.

Fig.2

Calibration principle and method of binocular camera
0712002⁃4
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The mathematical model of internal parameters calibration is shown as Eq.（2）.
éX Wù
éX Wù
éf x 0 c y 0ù
éxù
êY ú
êY ú
ê
ú
R
T
é D
ê ú
Dù ê
Wú
W
ú
Z C êê yúú = ê 0 f y c y 0ú ê T
= AM ê ú
（2）
êZWú
1 û êZWú
ê ú
ê
ú ëo
ê
ú
ê
ú
ë 1û
ë 0 0 1 0û
ë 1 û
ë 1 û
̂
where， P ( X W，Y W，Z W ) is an object point in the world coordinate system O W - X W Y W Z W ， p̂ ( x，y ) is the
projection point of P̂ in image coordinate system O - UV ，f x = f/d x and f y = f/d y are scale factors，d x and d y
are pixel size，( c x，c y ) is optical center coordinate，A is the internal parameter matrix of camera. R D and T D are
the rotation matrix and translation matrix between camera coordinate system O C - X C Y C Z C and world
coordinate system O W - X W Y W Z W respectively，o T = ( 0，0，0 )，M is the external parameter matrix of camera.
The mathematical model of distortion correction is shown as Eq.（3）

{

(x
x̂ d - c x = ( x d - c x ) ( 1 + k 1 r 2 + k 2 r 4 + k 3 r 6 )+ 2p 1 ( x d - c x ) ( y d - c y )+ p 2 ( r 2 + 2

ŷ d - c y = ( y d - c y ) ( 1 + k 1 r + k 2 r + k 3 r )+ p 1 ( r + 2
2

4

6

2

( yd - cy ) 2

d - cx ) 2

)

)+ 2p 2 ( x d - c x ) ( y d - c y )

（3）

where， ( x d，y d ) is the distorted image coordinate in image coordinate system O - UV ， ( x̂ d，ŷ d ) is the
undistorted image coordinate in image coordinate system O - UV ，r 2 = ( x d - c x )2 + ( x d - c y )2 ，k 1 is the twodegree radial distortion coefficient，k 2 is the four-degree radial distortion coefficient，k 3 is the six-degree radial
distortion coefficient，p 1 and p 2 are the one-degree and two-degree tangential distortion coefficient. The change
of 3D points in the process of removing distortion can be calculated by Eq.（1）to Eq.（3）. The main calibration
principle and method of the binocular camera is shown in Fig.2.

2

Visual measurement method of thin-walled parts deformation

As shown in Fig.3（a），irregular plastic deformation occurs on the surface and edge of the thin-walled part
when it is subjected to large external forces. Traditional contact measurement methods are not suitable for
measuring this deformation. In this paper，the binocular stereo vision measurement method is used to realize the
efficient，convenient and accurate measurement of this complex deformation.
Binocular vision measurement requires a world coordinate system as the reference. The world coordinate
system is established on a rigid metal block. As shown in Fig.3（b），the surface of the metal block is affixed with
four blue circular markers for location and three black and white markers for determining the origin and
orientation of the coordinate system. The metal block is fixed to the measured part，and no deformation occurs
before and after the part is stressed. In order to facilitate the measurement of surface deformation，four green
circular markers and 9×6 coded targets are pasted on the surface of the thin-walled part，where the spatial
distribution of the coded points is grid-like，as shown in Fig.3（b）.
The algorithm flow for deformation measurement of thin-walled parts in this paper is shown as Fig.3（c）.
1） Firstly，the images before and after the deformation of parts are captured，and then the distortion
correction and stereo correction of the images are carried out.
2）Secondly，the images are segmented by using the blue and green circular markers to obtain the effective
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Visual measurement method of thin-walled parts deformation

image regions of the reference world coordinate system and coded targets. By detecting and identifying the black
and white markers，the origin and orientation of the reference world coordinate system are extracted.
3） Then，the 3D coordinates of the coded targets in the reference coordinate system can be obtained by
identifying，decoding，sorting the coded targets on the surface of the part. Next，the surface deformation of the
part is calculated according to the coordinate change of the coded targets before and after part deformation.
4）Finally，the image edge detection algorithm is used to extract the edge contour information of the part.
The deformation of the edge of the part is calculated by stereo matching and 3D reconstruction.
2.1 Image recognition and spatial location of reference world coordinate system
In order to identify and locate the rigid metal block conveniently，four blue circular markers which have
obvious color image feature are pasted on its surface. The blue circular markers are identified by image
segmentation based on HSV color space［17］ ，and the center coordinates of them are calculated by gravity
method. Then the ROI（Region Of Interest）of the reference world coordinate system is determined by these
four center coordinates，which can eliminate the interference of other invalid image features，simplify the image
processing algorithm and improve the operation efficiency. The image processing result is shown in Fig.4（b）.

Fig.4

Image recognition of world coordinate system

The center coordinates of the three black and white markers are calculated by Harris corner detection
algorithm，and the three coordinate points are sorted by position relation，where point 1 represents the origin of
coordinate system，the vector composed of points 1 and 3 represents the X-axis，and the vector composed of
0712002⁃6
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points 1 and 2 represents the Y-axis，as shown in Fig. 4（c）. In the following image processing，all measured
points are based on this coordinate system，so that it is convenient to compare and calculate the part deformation.
2.2 Visual location of coded targets on the surface of thin-walled part
A kind of coded target is designed，which consists of a circular marker and coded ring. As shown in Fig.5
（a），the inside of the circular marker is the corner structure which used to extract the center of the circle，and
the coded ring is a segmented ring region concentric with the circular marker. Compared with the traditional
Schneider target［18］，the coded target designed in this paper is convenient for image processing，and the location
accuracy of the center is higher. The coded principle is shown in Fig.5（b），and the coded ring is divided into 8
parts on average. Except that the starting identification part is red，each part is black or white，representing
binary "0" and "1" respectively. In Fig. 5（b），the ID of coded target is decimal "10". In this way，each coded
target has an independent ID，which is convenient for stereo matching in binocular vision measurement.
The image of the measured part collected by the camera is shown in Fig. 5（c）. Due to the shooting angle
and part deformation，the outer contours of the circular marker images are irregular circles，and most of them
are approximate ellipses. The algorithm flow of automatic recognition and location of the coded target is shown
in Fig.5（d）.

Fig.5

Visual detection and location of coded targets

1) ROI segmentation and image edge detection
According to the recognition and location algorithm of color markers in section 2.2，the center coordinates
of four green markers in the image are extracted，and the ROI of the coded targets is determined，as shown in
Fig. 6（a）. Then the 3×3 Gaussian kernel is used for Gaussian filtering，and the image is binarized. Finally，
canny edge detection algorithm［19］ is used to extract the contour information in the image，the result of edge
detection is shown in Fig.6（b）.
2) Detection and location of circular markers
The results of edge detection both include the contour information of circular markers and coded rings.
Firstly，the identification of elliptical contours for circular markers is carried out. A roundness parameter k is
defined，which is shown as Eq.（4）
（4）
k = 4πA/L 2
where，A is the area surrounded by the contour，L is the perimeter of the contour. The roundness value of the
standard circle is k = 1 ，and for the ellipse is q ≤ k < 1 ，where the threshold value q is set according to the
specific situation of the image. In this paper，the default value of q is 0.8. The ellipse contours can be

preliminarily filtered by using the roundness parameter k . In order to further accurately detect ellipses and
determine the parametric equation of ellipses，the least square method is used to carry out ellipse fitting. For the
0712002⁃7
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Detection and location of circular markers

ellipse in any position，its equation can be represented as Eq.（5）
f ( x，y ) = x 2 + Axy + By 2 + Cx + Dy = E = 0

（5）
The least square fitting is performed for N points on the ellipse contour to minimize the objective function
as shown in Eq.（6）
F ( A，B，C，D，E ) =

N

∑f

2

i= 1

( x i，y i )

（6）

where，i is the serial number of points on the ellipse contour from 0 to N . According to the extreme principle，
another kind of ellipse equation can be represented as Eq.（7），parameters A~E can be solved by Eq.（7）and
Eq.（8）

[ ( x - x )cos θ + ( y - y )sin θ ) ]
0

0

a2

2

[ -( x - x )sin θ + ( y - y )cos θ ]
+
0

0

b2

2

=1

（7）

∂F
∂F
∂F
∂F
∂F
（8）
=
=
=
=
=0
∂A
∂B
∂C
∂D
∂E
where，( x，y ) is the coordinate of the ellipse in image coordinate system O - UV ，c ( x 0，y 0 ) is the coordinate of

the ellipse center in image coordinate system O - UV ，a and b are semi-major axis and semi-minor axis
respectively，θ is the angle between the semi-major axis and V-axis，as shown in Fig.7（a）.
The result of the ellipse detection is shown in Fig. 6（c）. Although the ellipse fitting method can detect
ellipse and calculate ellipse equation quickly and efficiently，the center obtained by ellipse equation is not the
true center of circular marker due to the target deformation，and the maximum error can be up to 5 pixels.
Therefore，in this paper，a corner structure in the circular marker is designed. The coordinates of the corner
points are calculated by Harris corner detection algorithm［20-21］，and the accuracy of the corner extraction can
reach 0.2 pixels. The centers of circular markers are shown in Fig.6（d）.
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Fig.7

3)

Geometric parameters of the ellipse in image coordinate

Decoding of coded ring

Firstly，the quadrilateral effective image region of the coded target is extracted according to the center

coordinates of the circular marker itself and its adjacent markers，and the side length of the quadrilateral is half
of the central line of adjacent markers，as shown in Fig.8（a）. In order to standardize the projection shape of the
coded targets，the parameters obtained by ellipse fitting are used to perform an affine transformation on the

image. The coordinate transformation relationship is shown as Eq.（9）
( x̂ - x 0 ) cos θ -( ŷ - y 0 ) sin θ
ì
ïïx͂ = r
a
（9）
í
( x̂ - x 0 ) sin θ + ( ŷ - y 0 ) cos θ
ïï
y͂ = r
b
î
where，( x̂ ，ŷ ) is the image coordinate of the neighborhood of ellipse center in the original image，( x͂ ，y͂ ) is the
normalized image，( x̂ ，ŷ ) and ( x͂ ，y͂ ) are in the image coordinate system O - UV ，( x 0，y 0 )，a ，b and θ are ellipse
parameters calculated by ellipse fitting in coordinate system O - UV ，r is the radius of the circular marker in
image after affine transformation and r = a ，as shown in Fig.8（b）.

Fig.8

Decoding of coded ring

The centroid method is used to calculate the centroid of each ring segment in the coded ring，and the

average distance R between each centroid and the circular marker center. Then，the centroid of the red starting

area is taken as the scanning starting point，and the image region with a width of 3 pixels is scanned at 45°
intervals around the circular marker center with scanning radius R . The value of the coded ring is finally
determined based on the scan results. The image processing process is shown in Fig.8（c）.
4)

Stereo matching and 3D coordinate calculation

According to the ID of the coded targets and binocular camera measurement formula，stereo matching is

carried out for the coded targets in the left and right images，and the 3D coordinates of the location points are
calculated for the matched point pairs.
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2.3

Stereo matching and measurement of edge deformation for thin-walled part
Although the edge of the part is relatively thin，there are two close contours in the edge detection results of
the part when the resolution of the binocular camera is high and the shooting distance is relatively short，as
shown in Fig. 9（a），which will affect the stereo matching and produce more mismatches. In this paper，the
traditional Canny edge detection algorithm is improved. For the two edges with close distance，the following
processing method is used to remove the interfered contour information.

Fig.9

Calculation of effective edge contour

Firstly，the intersection points between the edge contour and the horizontal scan line H i are calculated from
the first row to the last row in image，and a parameter n is set according to the actual situation. Then the
distances between each point pair on the line H i are calculated，and the two points whose distance is less than n
are taken as the candidate points P 1i and P 2i . Next，the point P 3i with the largest average distance from P 1i and P 2i
is found and the distances are D i1 and D i2 respectively. If D i1 > D i2 ，point P 2i is reserved，otherwise point P 1i is
reserved，as shown in Fig. 9（b）. The effective edges along the vertical scan line are determined in the same
way，as shown in Fig.9（c）.
The algorithm flow of stereo matching of part edge contour is as follows.
1）Firstly，the contours of the coded targets are filtered out by the coordinates of the four green circular
markers which are pasted on the part，and the contours of the metal block and blue markers are filtered out by
the coordinates of the four blue circular markers which are pasted on the rigid metal block.
2）Then，improved canny algorithm and polygon approximation method［22］ are used to extract the feature
points of part edge contour，as shown in Fig.10（a）.
3）Finally，the stereo matching and 3D reconstruction of feature points on the contour are carried out.
By using the epipolar geometry constraint in binocular vision，a search is performed on the epipolar line
along the positive direction of the image x-axis，and the candidate feature point pairs on the epipolar line in the
left and right images are extracted. In order to achieve the accurate matching of feature points，a rectangular
window with the size of（2n+1，2n+1）is established which uses each feature point as the center. Then the
gray value of the elements in the rectangular window is calculated，and the gray similarity is used as an
evaluation index to match the feature points，as shown in Fig.10（b）.

Fig.10

Extract and stereo matching of feature points
0712002⁃10
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Along the positive direction of the y-axis，the matched feature point pairs on each epipolar line are searched
in turn. Then the coordinate points are calculated and converted to the reference world coordinate system. In this
way，the 3D information of the part edge and deformation can be obtained.

3

Experiments

The binocular stereo vision measurement system built in this paper is shown in Fig. 11. which mainly
included two industrial cameras with 6 mm fixed focus lens，binocular camera fixed platform，tripod，highprecision chessboard calibration board，measured part，high-precision target，computer and upper computer
software. The performance parameters of the two industrial cameras are the same ，and the resolution is
2 592 pixel×1 944 pixel.

Fig.11

Binocular stereo vision measurement system

3.1

Camera calibration
The binocular camera was calibrated by using the checkerboard calibration board with 12×9 square
lattices. The calibration results are shown in Table 1，and then the distortion correction and stereo correction of
binocular vision system were carried out by using these results.
Table 1
Parameter name
Focal length [ f x f y ]
Principal point ( c x，c y )
Distortion k

Calibration results of binocular camera

Left camera
[ 2 782.587 53
[ 1 280.448 59
[ - 0.439 99

0.261 59

Right camera

2 783.1624 6 ]

[ 2 800.191 10

1 065.989 82 ]
- 0.001 29

[ 1 294.715 44

0.000 53 ]

Rotation matrix R

é 0.997 415
êê 0.006 715
êê
ë- 0.071 547

Translation matrix T

[ - 78.124 89

3.2

[ - 0.446 43

0.005 354
0.999 801
0.019 209
- 1.756 76

0.281 04

2 800.325 49 ]
959.4011 6 ]
- 0.000 13

- 0.000 60 ]

0.071 661 ù
- 0.018 776úúú
ú
0.997 252 û
4.487 58 ]T

Deformation measurement experiment
In order to verify the effectiveness of the measurement method in this paper，the deformation measurement
experiment of thin-walled plate was carried out. The 3D size of plate is 160 mm×100 mm×0.3 mm and rigid
metal block will not cause additional deformation. As the deformation is complicated and difficult to achieve
contact measurement，it is difficult to obtain real data for comparing the accuracy of visual measurement. In
order to verify the measurement accuracy of the deformation，a high-precision target as shown in Fig. 12 was
placed next to the measured plate，which had four coded targets and the curves used to verify the accuracy of
edge measurement.
Firstly，the images before and after the deformation of the thin-walled plate were photographed with
binocular camera respectively，as shown in Fig. 12（a）. Through the algorithm in this paper，the deformation
measurement of the thin-walled plate surface and 3D reconstruction were carried out. Then， the edge
deformation of thin-walled plate was measured by using the algorithm flow of stereo matching in section 2.3，
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Deformation measurement and 3D reconstruction results

and the feature point matching results is shown in Fig.12（b）. The 3D reconstruction result of thin-walled plate
deformation is shown in Fig.12（c），which both includes the surface and edge deformation of part.

The measurement results and error of the distance between the four location points on the high-precision

target are shown in Table 2. The results show that the relative error of measurement is less than 0.27% and the
measurement error of curves on the target is less than 0.83%.
Table 2

Measurement results of high-precision target

Measured object

True value/mm

Measured value/mm

Error/%

L AB

16

16.043

0.268 8

L AC

16

16.037

0.231 2

L AD

22.627

16.054

0.238 7

Circle edge feature

－

－

0.542 6

Rectangle edge feature

－

－

0.771 3

Cross edge feature

－

－

0.827 9

The implementation of the algorithm in this paper is based on OpenCV 2.4.9，Microsoft Visual Studio

2010 and MATLAB 2016b. The processor of computer is i5（main frequency 1.8 GHz）and the memory is 8G.
In this experiment，the total execution time of the algorithm is 5.68 s，excluding the time of experimental
preparation and software operation. The effective time of entire measurement process is 5 to 6 min.

In order to verify the effectiveness of the algorithm in this paper，the Schneider targets and cross marker

point were pasted on the same thin-walled part to measure the surface deformation. As shown in Fig.13（a），the
center points of the cross markers can be calculated by Harris corner detection algorithm. When the deformation

amount of part is small，these center points can be automatically sorted according to the image coordinate size.
However，when the deformation amount of parts is large，as shown in Fig.13（b），the automatic sorting cannot
be realized，and only the manual identification can be performed.

As shown in Fig. 13（c），the deformation of thin-walled part will lead to the deformation of the circular
0712002⁃12
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Comparison experiment of deformation detection algorithm

marker，and the detection result of its location point has a large deviation from the theoretical position. The
coded target in this paper has corner structure and coded ring，which can realize the accurate extraction of the

location point and the automatic sorting of the coded target. Moreover， the world coordinate system is
convenient for data processing and deformation calculation of coordinate points.

For the thin-walled part with relatively thick thickness，the detection results of the traditional Canny

algorithm and the improved algorithm in this paper are shown in Fig. 13（d），From the results of image

processing，we can see that the edge of the part obtained by the traditional Canny algorithm has a double-layer
structure，which will lead to the mismatch in stereo matching. The algorithm in this paper can avoid the

interference of part thickness in the edge stereo matching. The running time of improved Canny algorithm is
about 2.1 to 2.3 times that of traditional Canny algorithm.

The experimental results show that the deformation measurement method proposed in this paper can realize

the rapid and effective measurement of the surface and edge deformation of thin-walled plate，and meet the
measurement accuracy requirements of thin-walled parts.

4

Conclusion
In this paper，aiming at the difficulty of measuring the deformation of thin-walled parts，a geometric

measurement method based on binocular vision was proposed. A kind of coded target with high positioning
accuracy and easy recognition was designed，and the identification and location methods of coded target were

studied. In order to facilitate the measurement of deformation，coded targets and color markers were pasted on

the surface of part，and the reference coordinate system was also set. Through the detection and recognition of
the designed coded targets，the stereo matching and 3D coordinate calculation of location points were carried
out. Then the surface deformation of part was determined by comparing the coordinate transformation of the

coded targets before and after the part deformation. The edge deformation of part was measured by stereo

matching and 3D reconstruction based on improved Canny edge detection algorithm，epipolar constraint and

gray similarity matching method. Finally，the measurement experiment was carried out，and the experimental
results show that the measurement accuracy of the method proposed in this paper is high and meets the

measurement requirements，which realizes the purpose of measuring the deformation of the thin-walled part
efficiently and accurately.
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